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I have directly influenced 3,555 government employees spanning various agencies located domestically and at 

US Embassies abroad through training—asynchronous and synchronous classroom-based and virtual learning 

environments. 

 

Since 2013, I have developed numerous distance-learning courses on the topics of advance financial systems and 

software, accounting, orientation information, job-function procedures and embassy on-boarding processes. I 

am currently developing an in-class Advanced Government Travel Policy course also while instructing the Basic 

Government Travel Policy course domestically and abroad. I assist in customer support for the student 

registration system (SIS), Genius, and functionality and user experience testing of our bureau’s learning 

management system, Blackboard. 

 

I have all the necessary skills to be a successful Training and Development Specialist. I have extensive knowledge 

on adult learning methodologies and excel in using multiple industry standard authoring tools. I am pragmatic in 

the way I establish and maintain developmental process flows for multi-level stakeholders. I am excellent at not 

only the functions of my job, but I instinctively understand what people need and how to meet that need based 

on the available resources. I see the details without losing sight of the big picture. Specifically, I have: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

• Developed pioneering eLearning courses that are SCORM compliant interactive modules, animated videos 

and resource documents while maintaining bureaucratic review protocols and approval processes 

• Held the position of lead technical writer for the development team emphasizing my exceptional written 

and interpersonal communication skills 

• Collaborated with subject matter experts and other instructional designers to refine the curriculum's 

course offerings that now include in-class, DL, VILT and blended-learning courses. 

 

My aim has always been to uphold the integrity of an organization’s mission while producing the best quality 

work possible. I believe in order to exceed any company’s goal an employee must focus on collaboration, 

innovation and self-awareness. An opportunity to work at EPAM Systems will be an incredible step towards 

continued success in my career. EPAM Systems’ long-term commitment to creating agents of leadership and 

investing in its employees’ professional development is why I will always apply for an opportunity to work within 

the company. I am an enthusiastic and qualified candidate for this position. I am dedicated to making a difference 

through my creativity, expertise and passion for facilitating professional development. I know my next best career 

opportunity to both contribute and learn is with the Learning Experience team at EPAM Systems. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you, 

  

Brandis J. Haynes 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/brandisjhaynes/

